AN ABANDONED FIELD IS NOT A TREE FALL GAP
The Nc:otropK:S are rich in mosa ics of foresl and aodent-tomcxIem pastures and fields. In most of Ibcsc mosaics, the

original and late sc:oond-growth forest is rapidl)' dwindling
in area and the clearings an: enlarging and coalescing.
However, in some areas this process has been rcvencd; a
faeld or pasture bas been abaDdooed and is allowed 10 return
to forest-usually due 10 c:baages in socio-potilM::o-ecooomit forces, forest-field IOtllioos, or explicit CODSUVaIion
efforts.

At fust glance. the forest iDVUioo of an abaDdoocd Ncotropial dearing appears to have mucb in commoo with the
forest invasion of. gap in a forest canopy-as though an
abandoned field was just another kind of large gap in the
canopy caused by a tree's death, landslide. tornado. river·
bank erosion, etc. While there are some paralleJs between
these two kinds of forest invasion of. deforested area, there
an: many ways that the reforestation process of abandoned
fJekis and pastures diffen from thai: of ttee fall gaps and
other tWural holes in the canopy. Recent cxpc:rieDces with
the restoration of lowland dry fOfUI in northwestern Colla
Rica (Janzen, J98&,b) lead me to «lmmcnt on these differeoces. Now that research in field and pasture restoration
ecology is becoming imparl_at in the tropics (UbI, 1983;
Uhland Jordan, 1984; Ubi and Buschbacher. 1985; Janzen,
19880·("). it is approprialc to be cautious about whether our
uDderstanding of natural disturbance lites applies directly
to the pnctice of restor:iag Neotropieal ok( fldds aDd

pu""".
VERTEBR!'JE DISPERSERS OF SEEDS
It is virtuaJly impouible for the flUDa al seed dispersers
that arrives in a tree fall or other natural pp to be limilar in
IlUmber$ aDd species to the dilpenal CauDa alan ablndoncd
man-made dearing. For enmple, the bumans respoasibk:
for the formatton and use« deanngs in Neotropical forests
are usually bunters andlor facilitale ICCUS by otbe:r hunten. A major subset of the habitat's venebrate diJperser
coterie is tbe:refore almost always missing or ~Iy
reduced in the clearlna, and in the forest adjaccDt to it,
wben the clearing is abiDdoDed. Eveu if the abandootd
clearing is lbeII procected from buncen (by CODSen'Ilioo
measures or by site abaDdonmeac), the -.atebnles that are
large enough to have been bunIcd smenlly have a kJw
reproductive rare. Many yean will pus bem their density
returns to a bod that IMIcbes thai of forest that bas been
IlDOCCUpied by bunters for decides.
However, oace a mosaic of large deared UQS and forest
is IC'\'eraI yean into uniDla1'Upted Corat iDYasitm, the large
uea of l4'O'WId.ry veJd.ltioa alfen far IDOre food (fruits,

kaves, insects) for certain species of vertebrates than wouki
have tbe original forest (XI the site, with the result of an
abnonnaUy high density aod omnipresence of certain members of the site's coterie of seed dispersers (monkeys, peccaries, deer, coatis, ctenosaurs, frugivorous birds, bals, etc.).
This in tum results in a rain of animal· born seeds in intensities, compositions and patterns thai are grossly different
from those thai would occur in a tree fall p p or other kind.
of natural opening in intac; forest , or (XI the forest floor
before an opening occurs (Janzen, 1983).
On the other hand , large clearings may also be 1ow-grade
habiw for many dispencrs. Many kinds of newly abandoned old fields or pastures contain (XIly herbs (including
grasses), plants that offer lillie or 00 food to come of tbe
species of vertebrates that eat and disperse the large seeds
and fruits of many forest trees. Simpl y by being large,
abandooed fields and pastures are a block of open space
that many forest anima ls will not cross; the same seed dis·
persers regularly cross small natura l disturbance sites. An
agouti-dispersc:d species of tree may not get to the open pan
of an abandoned clearing simply because agoutis gc:oen.lly
do not cross large open areas; however, there are oumerous
circumstances where ao agouti will bury its seeds in a tree
fall gap.
Seed dispersal is DO( one single ecoloSical process. Fruit
bals differ from agoutis, and agoutis differ from mice:. and
mice differ from tapirs, and tapirs differ from moakcys,. It is
my geDCrBI impression that the inter-specifIC differeoces
between the ways these animals dispenc seeds are substan·
tially greater in large clcariags than in small Datural disturbuoe lites. A bill or a monkey may swallow the same
species small seeds, but 0DIy one of them will fly across
an abandootd clearia&- Even if the seed dispenal is normal
in lOme 1mSC. the seeds fall into a competitive milieu senended by sets of plants that are either totally absent from
the forest , or occur in very different proportions than they
do in natural disturbance sites.
UndentaDding these anthroposenic and natural proCC5Se5 is further complicated because most abandoned
dcarings (and their surrounding forest ) thal are today beinS
restored to forest have been under strong buman use for
decades to CCDturie:s. There is therefore no kDowledge of the
forest's carrying capKity for the vertebntcs thal disperse
seeds. The btologist may euily be deceived into thinking
thai the cum:nt density 0( vertebntes is " Batura'" for the
lite. if for no other reason than Jocal"knowledge" suggests
that to be the case. This probkm is eucerblled by the
almost total absence of acceuible unhunted areas ar. the
JftSCI1t time., areas where the biologist can pin penpective
al wbac sort5 of vencbnte densities are possib&e in a variety
of habitats.
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While tens of species of vertebrate seed dispersal agenlS
disperse seeds into a given tropical site, hundreds of species
of animals are busily trimming the seed and seedling shadows. All of the above differences between abandoned clearings and tree fall gaps apply to the seed predators, but more
so. It is my experience that while at least half of the species
of vertebrate seed dispersers at a site may at least cross an
abandoned clearing oa occasion, not more than a few per·
cent of the total suite of seed predalOT species will search
for or fiDd seeds there. On the other hand, just as with certain species of seed dispersers, some of the seed predal.0f"S
that are there may be excessively abundant in comparison
with a tree faU or other natural gap in the forest.
1be issue is confused even more since almost all species
of vertebrate-dispersed seeds cannot arrive at the interior of
an abandoned clearing without being carried there by a vertebrate. In contrast, virtually every tree faII gap will receive
some vertebrate-dispersed species of seeds that arrive simply by falling off the parent tree before or after the gap
occurred . Thus, for many species of venebrate-dispersed
seeds, some tree recruitment may occur within tbe forest
even if the relevant vertebrates have been extinguished and
the species is dependCflt on tree fall gaps. Whether this
recruitment is suffICient to mai ntain a breeding population
of the tree is a different question.

dispersed. The wind-dispersed forest thai can appear in an
abandoned cJcaring may have a very reduced food supply
for a vertebrate that both preys on and disperses seeds. This
may strongly retard the flow of animal-dispersed seeds into
the site (Janzen, 19880).

"THE FIELD'S NEIGHBORS
The: inter-f~1d and inter-pasture variation in the age. his·
tory and species composition of neighboring vegetation-

hence varlalion in source: of seeds and their dispersers-is
enormous. 11 ranges from ban: ground to large expanses of
herb-tree mixes to uncut forest . It is common for tv.o equalsized and equal-aged abandoned clearings on the same soil
in the same climate to have very different rates and patterns
of invasion by forest because the vegetalion type adjacent to
each is different. Adjacent clearings may also ha\le different
disturbance histories. resulting in very different seed
banks. herb plant layers, animal arrays. mycorrhizal populations. populations of root stocks. soil chemistry. water
retention. etc. This situation is compounded by the agricul.
turalists' and pastoralists' habit of using abrupt changes in
vegetation. soil, sk>pe, etc., as boundaries for their dearings. The consequence is thai the seed rain from the neighboring uncut vcgetalion may consist largely of species that
did not originally occur on the site of the abandoned clearing (and see Janzen, 198611, 1987).

DISPERSAL BY WIND
It is tempting to view the final prodUCt of woody invasm
of an abandoned dearing as some k.ind of a copy of the
adjacc:Dt forest, just as is oormaIly the case with a tree fall
or other nalural gap. Dispersal of seeds by wind, bowever,
offers a dear exampk: of why this view is untenable. "There
is usually a consistent direction to the wind during the time
of year when wind-dispersed woody plants mature their
fruits. The invasion of an abandoned fadd by the winddispersed subset of the nora is therefore extremely directional (e.g., upwind invasion does not occur, wbich autoo1atically introduces major heterogeneity into the forest ilM'
sioa of any clearing). In additm, the wind enters many vcr·
tebrates refuse to go. The outcome is that seed. flow from a
forest that is a mix of wind..<fispersed species and animaldispersed species can easily gmenle a forest that is made
up almost entirely of wind-disperscd species (e.g., Janzen,
198&). Such a forest may require many cenruries for the
wind-dispersed species to die out and the animal-dispersed
species to invade to a "natural" density.
Tropical dry forests have a mucb grealCf absolute Dumber
of wiDd..<fispened species than do tropK:a1 wet fareslS (e.g.,
Gentry, 1982). Abandoned clearings in dry forest may
therefore be invaded by dry forest much more rapidly than
those in wet forest. In addition, the luJe or obvious winddispersed seeds are usually tOllic to venebrates (e.g.,
Janzen, 19860) and the small ones are hard to find once

PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT
The physical environment in an abandoned clearins is
dramalically different from dw in a tree fall gap, but the
direction of the differenc:es is not always as one would
intuit. It has been my experience thai the dense herb layer of
an abaodooed field, for example, can act as a spoa£e and
moist air mal. keeping the soil much more moist during
short rainy seasoo droughlS than can che forest understory;
on the other hand, during a )ong rainy season drought, the
clearing dries out much more than does a tree fall gap in the
adjacent forest. The unobstructed sunlight of a clearing and
a pp may be the same for a givmleaf, but lateral air movement within the forest may cause the growing plant in the
pp to be bathed in cooler and more bumid air than is the
case in a nearby clearing. All parts of a natural gap are near
the forest, but only a small fraction or an abandoned clearilIg can be near a forest sina: abandoned clearings are usuaUy muc:b larger than natural pps in the caoopy. All of
these diffcreoces will differentially affect competitive.
growth and herbi'o'Oly regimes in an abaodonod dearing as
contrasted with a tree fall.
A fJdd is also fuel. When a pasture or a field is aban&:Jned, it rapidly ac.cumulates a Ye1)' large amoum of herbaceous fuel that rots only slowly because of its extreme expo.
l ure 10 drying sun and wind (evea in the rainy season); the
abseDce of livestock exacerbates the pheoonlCDOO (Janzen.

1988b). It is often much more inflammable than is the liller
and understory of the forest that will eventually replace it.
While a lightning strike to an isolated tree in such a field
may ignite a fire, even in the wet season, a fire is much Jess
likely to stan or continue in a tree fan gap in a closed forest.
Because of the large amount of fuel, this fire will also be
much more severe for any woody plants in the field-isolated trees or regenerating patches-than it would have been
while burning through the sparse fOO in the understory of
the forest or through a tree fall gap (Uhl and Buschbacber,
1985; Janzen, 1988b).

ATlHEEND
1bc processes referred to above resull in an abandoned
clearing being a species-rich jumble of dying, abnormally
reproducing, normally reproducing, and growing individu·
als. They have ecologically fit into the site, but they cannot
be said to have evolved into the site (Janzen. 1985a). Virtu·
ally none of the plants and animals are present in patterns,
relationships. densities, etc.• that are the same as those
under which their traits evolved. The abandoned clearing is
about as "natural" as an unplanned zoo and botanical
garden.
But then again, any given tree fan gap has an enormous
stochastic element in determining its processes and species
composition. 1bc difference is thai the tree fall gap is filled
by processes that we beI~ relate directly to the supposed
function of the traits of the organisms. 1bc abandoned
dearing, however. is filled by processes that do not relllle
well to the organisms' e-.oI.utionary histories. For eumple,
tapir density in an abandoned fJCld may dcpcod on the proximity of a military base and weekend hunting by sokiicn,
and fruit bill density in an abandoned field may dcpcod on
the proximity of old roadsides covered with fruit-bearing
trees. A big-seeded forest tree that can live 400 years may
grow well if it is planted in the field by a horse defecation,
but die: if washed there by surface erosion. Which species of
trees grow up and shade out the grass in an abandoned pasture may dcpc:nd lillie on the competitive abilities of either
the trees or the grasses. and much on whether a rancher left
an upwind patch of trees when clearing for the pasture 200
years ago.
1bc apparent predictability or "naturalness" of the forest
invasion of a natural gap and the disorderliness of the invasion of an abandoned clearing are deceptive. 1be individuals of the species filling a natural gap are also there because
they ecologically fit there; a given natural gap does DOt usually contain a significant ponion of the breeding population. The processes in the forest put them there and they
survived once they arrived (at least for a while). Exactly the
same may be said for the species filling the abandoned
clearing. 1be problem is that we are inclined to view the
pattern of forest invasion in the forest as "natura l" <aDd

therefore logical-produced by evolution) and that of forest
invasion of an abandoned pasture as "unnalural" (and
therefore illogical-produced by random processes). But in
both cases, the invasion is simply the product of current
ecological processes that operate on the traits of the planls
to put them there and kill them.
1bc difference is that in the case of the forest gap. we
know something of these ecological processes (e.g .• Hubbell
and Foster, 1986; Martinez-Ramos and Alvariz-Buylla,
1986). The demographic composition of a tree fall gap, and
the progression of its species, therefore seems to become
predictable. (However. I cannolresist adding that if we were
to add back in the herbivorous megafauna with whlch these
plants undoubtedly evolved long ago (e.g., Janzen. 1985b),
the Neotropical "tree fall gap" would be a totally different-and much more variable-habitlll, just as is the case
with African tree fall gaps where the megafauna is still in
place.) In the case of the abandoned clearing, we know little
of the processes (but sec McDonnell and Stiles, 1983; R0binson and Edgemon, 1988 ; Uhl et al. 1988; Buschbacher et
aI., 1988; McCune and Allen. 1985; Archer et ai., 1988;
Gomez-Pompa and del Amo, 1985 ; Whitmore, 1983;
Stocker, 1981). Funher, the processes of invasion of a tropical clearing relate very poorly to the apparent function of
the evolved traits of the invaden-oThe resultant composition
and progression of the forest invasion of an abandoned
human clearing is less predictable to us at present than is
that of a tree fall gap. but certainly [I()( less interesting. A
major research effort on forest invasion of tropical abandoned flClds aDd pastures, both for esoteric and conservation purposes, is overdue. It is an effort that can be undertaken much more readily than can the study of the oearI.y
extinct "natural" gap in "undisturbed" forest.
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